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14 December 2020 

Public version 

NEP/SKY – RESPONSE TO NZCC STATEMENT OF ISSUES.   

1 This submission contains NEP and Sky’s response to the Commission’s 30 November 

2020 statement of issues (SOI).  And it adds some further context from the parties’ 

counsel on third-party confidential material (highlighted green).1  Counsel also 

provide a separate submission on the Commission’s third party interviews at 

Schedule B.  

Commission’s working theory of harm  

2 In testing the proposed acquisition, the Commission’s SOI advances a potential 

theory of harm based on the following seven assumptions:  

2.1 there is a “Tier B” market; 

2.2 that market comprises “sophisticated” but not very valuable events like:2 

(a) contracted sports such as:3  

(i) Warriors NRL matches;  

(ii) Wellington Phoenix games; 

(iii) “sports tournaments that only run for a few days a year” (like 

Rugby Sevens in Hamilton, NZ Golf Open);  

(iv) “smaller or lower profile sporting codes or events” (eg, 

basketball, hockey and club football or rugby finals);  

                                            

1  This submission uses the same approach to highlighting confidential information as the 
Commission’s SOI.   

2  SOI, n11. 

3  The Commission has, in essence, selected sports that it does not consider outside broadcasters 
would be incentivised to fly equipment in for on a one-off basis.  The parties do not agree with the 
Commission’s categorisation of those sports – for instance the parties expect international Rugby 
Sevens tournaments and NRL would be attractive for overseas broadcasters.  But, the parties do not 
need to dwell on this point given other matters they raise in this submission; particularly the point 
that NEP does not have the assets to serve most of the Tier B sports the Commission identifies in 
any event. 
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(b) and entertainment events for TVNZ, MediaWorks, Māori Television and 

perhaps others.  

2.3 OSB and NEP are the only participants in the “Tier B Events Market” (and 

“Tier A” market), given that they: 

(a) each have “extensive and sophisticated asset bases in New Zealand”;4 

and 

(b) are currently the only [suppliers already established year-round in New 

Zealand] in the Tier A Events Market”.5 

2.4 the market may only be contested by “larger sophisticated suppliers that are 

already active in New Zealand and have spare capacity”;6  

2.5 the market has high entry barriers because:  

(a) “entry into the Tier B Events Market is unlikely unless a supplier is 

already established year-round in New Zealand in the Tier A Events 

Market providing OB services for major local sport”;7 and 

(b) “there are limited opportunities for other suppliers to enter the Tier A 

Events Market on the same scale as NEP and OSB because the 

provision of OB services for major local sport falling within the Tier A 

Events tend to be provided under long-term supply contracts in the Tier 

B Events Market”;8  

2.6 Despite filming Spark’s Tier A cricket rights, Gravity is not a competitor in the 

Tier B market because:9 

(a) [];  

(b) []; and 

(c) []; 

                                            

4  SOI, [48]. 

5  SOI, [55]. 

6  SOI, [46]. 

7  SOI, [55]. 

8  SOI, [55]. 

9  SOI, [56]. 
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2.7 there are customers who have played OSB and NEP off against each other in 

this market.10 

SUBMISSIONS ON THE COMMISSION’S THEORY OF HARM 

3 There are four errors in the Commission’s theory:  

3.1 the Commission misstates NEP’s market position:  

(a) NEP does not have an “extensive and sophisticated asset base in New 

Zealand”;  

(b) NEP is not established year-round in the Tier A Events market (it is not 

in the Tier A market at all); and 

(c) NEP does not have the equipment in New Zealand to serve:  

(i) any Tier A events; and 

(ii) most of the Tier B sports the Commission refers to. 

3.2 the Commission’s market analysis is static and does not engage with the 

unpredictable reality that sport broadcasting rights can and do change hands; 

3.3 the Commission mischaracterises OSB and NEP as direct competitors (in all 

but one minor segment of the industry); and  

3.4 the Commission cannot assume that OSB will continue to provide Tier B 

services in circumstances where it has made the corporate decision to exit 

Tier A broadcasting and outsource its work to a third-party. 

4 We take each point in turn below.  

The Commission misstates NEP’s market position 

5 The Commission’s “Tier B” analysis is pinned against the misunderstanding that NEP 

has “an extensive and sophisticated asset base in New Zealand” and is an “at scale” 

player in Tier A Events Market.11 

6 The parties do not see how the Commission could form that view of NEP when the 

clearance application, and the parties’ submissions, record that: 

                                            

10  SOI, [49]. 

11  SOI, [55]. 
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6.1 NEP’s New Zealand OB operations have limited capacity in New Zealand due 

to it having only:12  

(i) 1 medium (12 camera) OB van;13 

(ii) 1 small (8 camera) OB van;14 and  

(iii) 1 fly-pack system (6 camera);  

6.2 NEP acquired those assets from NZ Live, a small local New Zealand outside 

broadcasting company that was established in 2011;15  

6.3 NEP has never held a contract for a “Tier A” event and only one small “Tier B” 

sporting event (hockey); and 

6.4 outside of NEP’s TAB contract for playout and studio facilities (which are 

unrelated to the markets in question here), NEP New Zealand earned just 

~$[]m in revenue over the last two years combined.  And indeed much of that 

revenue was from NEP’s out-of-market playout and studio services too.  

([]).16  

7 In addition, it bears emphasis that:   

7.1 NEP has no dedicated full time OB staff in New Zealand and, instead, for OB 

services, NEP uses the 4 technical crew that form part of its 25-person 

playout/studio team as well as freelance crew; 

7.2 NEP’s small OB van is mostly used as a control room at “studio 4” to support 

clients like TVNZ, MediaWorks and Māori Television and is not generally in the 

field doing OB work;17 

7.3 NEP’s New Zealand asset base would be insufficient to film a season of New 

Zealand cricket, SANZAAR and/or New Zealand netball broadcasts;  

                                            

12  Clearance application, p53. 

13  NZ Live had Sony build this truck new in around 2014 for entertainment events and lower tier sport, 
like other New Zealand “Tier C” outside broadcasting companies.     

14  This van, HD1, was built from second-hand assets acquired from TVNZ when it decided to sell its 
vertically integrated OB business and buy outside broadcasting services from the market.  (Much like 
Sky’s decision).  NEP has added some supplementary equipment to this van to increase its capacity, 
but mostly from the second-hand market. 

15  Clearance application, p54.  And the Commission has the NZ Live Information Memorandum from 
that sale which describes that NZ Live had not provided sports broadcasting, but instead “captured 
the largest share of the OB market outside of sport in relatively short timeframe”. 

16  []. 

17  []. 
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7.4 NEP would struggle to support the production demands of a single Warriors 

match, Super Ruby match, New Zealand Golf Open, New Zealand tennis, 

international sevens and international soccer without further investment 

and/or bringing in additional resource from overseas;  

7.5 for a competition season, NEP would need to increase its asset base by three 

or more trucks, and a significant increase in cameras, lenses, replay servers 

etc. to cover the demands of individual competition schedules, 

concurrent/overlapping competitions (e.g, Netball/Rugby) and to deal with 

New Zealand’s expansive geography – for instance, having enough assets to 

travel from Whangarei to Wellington, Nelson to Dunedin and across the Cook 

Strait; and 

7.6 NEP’s New Zealand OB revenues do no currently support significant capital 

investment in new OB equipment. 

8 []. 

The Commission’s “Tier B” market analysis is static 

9 The Commission assumes that the Tier B sports broadcast rights – which form the 

vast bulk of the Tier B market – will continue to be held by Sky (and filmed by OSB) 

with and without the transaction.  And, on that basis, the Commission theorises that 

NEP will acquire non-contestable scale post-transaction.  

10 That theory is at best speculative in circumstances where no one can predict where 

future sport rights will end up.  We note, for instance, Sky/Vodafone where the 

Commission held that Sky would likely hold all major live sporting events for many 

years to come.  As it turned out, around three years later, Sky had lost domestic 

cricket and the Rugby World Cup to new entrant, Spark Sport.  The future of sports 

rights is now even more uncertain for a wide range of reasons.  

11 And Spark is, of course, going to continue to compete for all New Zealand sports, 

whether “Tier A”, “Tier B” or “Tier C”.18  We note, for instance, the following “Tier B” 

Sky sports rights will expire over the next 4-5 years: 

11.1 A-League Football – [];19  

11.2 NRL – [];20 

                                            

18  []. 

19  []. 

20  The NRL’s current intention is that there will be half the number of New Zealand produced Warriors 
matches in 2021 due to Covid. 
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11.3 World Rugby Sevens – []; 

11.4 Club Football – [];  

11.5 Rugby (including the Mitre 10 Cup and Farah Palmer Cup) – [];  

11.6 NBL (Breakers) – []; and 

11.7 Tennis – []. 

12 Against that reality, it is implausible that Gravity would not pursue these RFPs if the 

opportunity were to arise.21  And Gravity would surely have the ability and incentive 

to expand to broadcast those “Tier B” sports off the back of its Tier A cricket 

contract.  Gravity’s Tier A presence could, of course, expand further if Spark was 

successful in future bids for netball and rugby.  

13 Gravity’s investment incentive is at least the same as NEP has right now.  As we 

explain above, NEP would need to make significant investment in New Zealand if it is 

to film Tier A and Tier B events, just like Gravity.  Indeed, on the Commission’s own 

analysis, Gravity should have greater incentive to invest in the market given it 

already has significant assets (we understand three OB trucks) deployed here for six 

months to film Tier A cricket – a market segment that NEP cannot serve with current 

assets.   

14 The SOI’s conclusion that “Tier C” local OB providers could not expand to serve the 

likes of TVNZ, MediaWorks and Tier B sport misses the fact that that’s exactly how 

NEP’s New Zealand predecessor in business entered the market.  NEP acquired its 

OB assets from NZ Live: a small, New Zealand-based, outside broadcasting 

company in a similar ilk to Image NZ and Whitebait Media.   

15 And the Commission has documents showing that NZ Live:22   

[…] captured the largest share of the OB market outside of sport in a 

relatively short timeframe and is in the process of refining client and 

aggressive competitive strategies to increase its share even further (of 

course this is now possible with greater capacity from the 2nd OB Van). 

This growth will continue to be highly profitable. 

 

16 That “relatively short timeframe” was less than three years.  NZ Live was founded in 

2011.  And by 2014, NZ Live invested in the 12-camera OB van that NEP owns 

                                            

21  []. 

22  Clearance application, Schedule F.  NZ Live IM.  
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today.  NZ Live then began broadcasting shows for the likes of TVNZ and 

MediaWorks. 

17 These market facts demonstrate that: 

17.1 there are no material barriers to other local Tier C broadcasters from scaling 

up and capturing commercial opportunities that arise, just like NZ Live did; 

and  

17.2 the value of servicing entertainment broadcasters like TVNZ, MediaWorks and 

Māori Television is enough to promote new entry.23 

18 Image NZ, for instance, covers the motorsport series which involves 10 or so 

cameras over multiple weekends across New Zealand.  As well as New Zealand’s live 

election coverage.  We see no material barriers to Image NZ scaling up to take on 

more and more of TVNZ/MediaWorks’ work in the near future.  Or filming mid-tier 

sports like ISPS Handa, NZ NBL and Breakers.   

19 Alternatively, if Image NZ and other small OB providers don’t take the opportunity, 

another new entrant will.  Again, just like NZ Live did within three years.   

OSB and NEP are mischaracterised as direct competitors 

20 The inability of NEP’s assets to film most “Tier B” sports individually and, certainly, 

on a combined basis without significant investment means that OSB and NEP are not 

direct competitors for “Tier B” sports.  That conclusion is further cemented by the 

fact that, due to Sky’s vertical integration with OSB, the pair have not competed for 

Tier B sports in a practical sense either.  

21 [].  

22 The only part of the “Tier B” market that OSB and NEP have competed in to date, 

and could plausibly compete into the future, is for fringe entertainment events for 

the likes of Dancing with the Stars, WakaAma and NZ Music Awards.   

23 As we set out above, the barriers to entry to filming those events is not high.  NZ 

Live’s rapid market rise proves that to be so.   

24 But in the interests of progressing this transaction to ensure Sky has security of 

supply heading into the 2021 sporting calendar and beyond, NEP is willing to 

undertake to sell assets to a third party to allow them to replicate NEP’s current 

                                            

23  []. 
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market position for entertainment events.  We expand on that solution later in this 

submission.  

It cannot be assumed that Sky would continue to provide services in the 

Tier B market 

 

25 The Commission appears to assume that Sky will continue to provide OB services in 

the counterfactual on the basis that all of the OSB assets are not “approaching 

obsolesce”.24   

26 The Commission’s focus on whether the OSB’s assets are “obsolete” misconstrues 

the clearance application.  And, further, the Commission’s assertions that the 

counterfactual has been “inconsistent” misunderstands the submissions made to 

date and ignores the significant delivery supply risks Sky faces heading into the 

2021 year of sport and beyond.  Those supply risks, of course, arise from the fact 

that Sky must film many events with a network of equipment that contains four HD 

trucks at, or near, their end of life.  That risk would be commercially unacceptable 

for any broadcaster.   

27 In those circumstances, Sky decided almost a year ago to exit OB market and 

instead outsource its outside broadcasting services from NEP who can import and 

invest in new assets to remove that delivery supply risk.  That risk avoidance 

decision is entirely different to a company that claims its entire business is failing, 

for which an assessment of whether the assets are “obsolete” is appropriate.  

28 Given Sky’s decision to cease investment and exit the market, Sky will not continue 

to provide “Tier B” services to the likes of TVNZ/MediaWorks.  Those events are a 

tiny proportion of Sky’s outside broadcasting work and would never justify OSB 

remaining open to serve third parties on a standalone basis.  

29 Moreover, the Commission’s question about the degree of likely technological 

change in broadcasting and content distribution, including the “likely uptake of 4K 

for Tier B Events” ignores that Tier B sports are filmed using Tier A assets.25  And 

given that Tier A sports will need to be filmed in 4K in the near future,26 Tier B 

sports will get the benefit of those cameras too (if broadcasters indeed decide to 

“switch” the 4K on).  

                                            

24  SOI, [A2.2]. 

25  SOI, [A3]. 

26  If Commission disagrees with this fact, then they would be directly challenging Sky and Spark’s 
preference for 4K sports broadcasts.  And, in doing so, the Commission’s finding would also fly 
against countries around the world that have moved to broadcasting sports in 4K, like Australia.  
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30 We expand below.  

Sky faces significant delivery supply risks 

31 Sky owes significant broadcasting obligations to a number of sporting bodies over 

each of the next five years.  Those obligations include filming Super Rugby, Rugby 

International Championship, Bledisloe Cup, Mitre 10 Cup, Heartland Rugby, Farah 

Palmer Cup, ANZ Premiership, Silver Ferns Quad Series, the Constellation Cup, Taini 

Jamison Trophy, Breakers basketball, Warriors matches and so on.  

32 In total, Sky is on the hook to broadcast around [] Sky Sport broadcasting days next 

year.   

33 Sky has, to date, met that demand with OSB’s network of six HD trucks.  Sky 

deploys those trucks as a team around the country to meet its broadcasting 

obligations.   

34 If one or more of those trucks fail – partially or fully – then Sky risks not having 

enough broadcasting equipment to meet its contractual obligations to sporting 

organisations.  But, like all risks, Sky cannot predict exactly when, how or why 

OSB’s trucks will fail.27  But it knows that the trucks will fail – completely or in part – 

at some point.  That is the reality of ageing technology that is constantly on the road 

travelling from event to event.   

35 That risk, of course, increases as OSB’s trucks age.  And, at December 2020, four 

out of six of the OSB’s trucks are at or near their ~10 year life.28  Sky has therefore 

reached a point where the delivery supply risk is significant, imminent and must be 

addressed.   

36 That delivery supply risk is and remains, for obvious reasons, highly commercially 

sensitive to Sky.  But the Commission’s reluctance to accept Sky’s commercial 

reality has left the company with no choice but to set out that detail here.   

Remedying those delivery supply risks  

37 To remedy that delivery supply risk Sky must either invest in new trucks or 

outsource those services from someone else in both the very short and long term. 

38 As we have explained from the outset, Sky cannot [] justify the investment that OSB 

requires.  That leaves Sky needing to outsource that equipment from the market.  

                                            

27  The parties note that it is not just the risk of failure but also accidents and other unforeseen 
technical difficulties.  Noting, for instance, Sky’s recent HD unit that crashed in Lewis Pass:  
https://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/123467844/lewis-pass-reopened-after-truck-crash-injures-
driver.  

28  [].  

https://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/123467844/lewis-pass-reopened-after-truck-crash-injures-driver
https://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/123467844/lewis-pass-reopened-after-truck-crash-injures-driver
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39 That outsource decision, though, requires someone else to invest in New Zealand in 

the very short and longer-term.  That investment is needed because no one else in 

the market has enough assets to film Sky’s sports in the event of material truck 

failure.  As we explain above, NEP doesn’t.  NEP only has two OB vans which could 

not service a full competition season of Sky’s Tier A or Tier B sports.  Similarly, 

Gravity would need to invest in further assets too, given its view that it would only 

“[]”.29 

40 NEP can, though, bring those assets to the country in both the very short term using 

its significant global resources and invest for the longer-term by building state-of-

the art assets.  Just like Gravity did with Spark’s cricket.  But, just like Gravity, NEP 

needs an incentive to do so.  And that incentive is Sky’s supply agreement.  Again, 

just like Gravity’s agreement with Spark.   

41 The Sky/NEP supply agreement incentivises NEP to make those investments over 

the very short and longer-term to remove Sky’s delivery supply risks.  The 

agreement does that by:  

41.1 over the very short-term, making it NEP’s responsibility to film Sky’s events 

for the 2021 sport season and beyond, which might require NEP to import 

equipment from Australia or elsewhere in the world; and 

41.2 over the longer-term, requiring NEP to build and bring at least three new 4K 

trucks to New Zealand at a cost of $50m+.30 

42 We note that, in theory, Sky could split its work across NEP and Gravity.  But 

splitting work out like that is a theoretical option only.  From a practical perspective, 

given the amount of work Sky has on, it’s important that Sky deal with the same 

outside broadcasting provider to minimise delivery supply risks and disruption.  And, 

from the OB provider perspective, NEP needs sufficient scale to make the significant 

$50m+ investment work that the market requires.  Indeed, that perspective is 

entirely consistent with Gravity’s view [], let alone invest in at least three new 4K 

trucks like NEP has committed to. 

43 As Sky explained to the Commission, supply certainty, broadcast quality and 

reliability is the most important thing it looks for in an OB provider.31  That view is 

consistent with the parties’ observation that outside broadcast costs are a relatively 

minor part of the overall cost of broadcasting major sports rights.  Against that 

reality, Sky chose to work with NEP because NEP has the best reputation for 

                                            

29  SOI, [56]. 

30  NEP/Sky supply agreement, clause 11.3. 

31  Sky 22 October 2020 NZCC interview.  
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delivering high quality outside broadcasting services.  Sky thinks NEP is better than 

Gravity and others.  That is Sky’s decision to make.  And it’s the same decision that 

broadcasters are making around the world without interference from competition 

regulators (see, for instance, Foxtel’s rolling long-term agreement with NEP in 

Australia).   

That commercial reality is consistent with the clearance application 

44 The Commission says that Sky’s counterfactual has been inconsistent.  Sky 

respectfully says there are no inconsistencies.   

45 The counterfactual in the clearance application responds to what Sky would do 

without both (a) the asset transaction, and (b) a service agreement.  That context is 

made clear at the start of the counterfactual section which describes the “stop gap” 

counterfactual in circumstances “without Sky’s volume commitments contained in 

the 10-year supply agreement”.32   

46 The application describes the counterfactual in this way because it elucidates the key 

competition issue here:  the assets that NEP will acquire are old and will exit the 

market over the appropriate market timeframe.  That proposition, that there’s no 

difference “with or without the transaction”, runs through the entire application.  

And was put squarely to the Commission by describing the analysis as akin to a 

“failing division”.  But in making that submission the parties were clear that not all 

of the trucks are on the brink of “imminent” collapse.   

47 And, in those circumstances, Sky understandably did not want to put the significant 

delivery supply risks it faces “in lights” for all to see in a public clearance document.  

Especially where an assessment of the assets in issue quickly leads, in our view, to 

the conclusion that the deal is Commerce Act compliant.  And where that’s the case, 

the acquisition and supply agreement resolve Sky’s delivery supply risks without 

needing to publish that detail. 

48 The Commission’s SOPI and SOI, though, made it clear that the Commission thinks 

there is enough competitively significant life in OSB’s assets to reject the primary 

“no with or without difference” argument.  But, if that’s where the Commission 

lands, then the Commission cannot ignore the context that the clearance 

application’s “stop gap” counterfactual was made in.   

49 Specifically, the “stop gap” counterfactual doesn’t remedy the significant delivery 

supply risk that Sky faces going into the 2021 sports year and beyond.  (Although 

the clearance application alludes to those risks by saying: “Sky would have to 

somehow make do with its aging OSB assets, carrying the risk of delivery failure, 

                                            

32  Clearance application, [81]. 
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while committing the least possible opex to keep the trucks running for as long as it 

could”).33  

50 Sky told the Commission about the commercial supply risks it faces the first time the 

pair spoke in October and, to remedy those risks, Sky told the Commission that a 

third-party supply agreement is essential.  And that commercial reality was set out 

again in Sky’s confidential SOPI response and subsequent letter to the Commission.   

51 Those two post-SOPI letters show that, absent this deal, Sky would enter an 

alternative supply agreement with NEP to remove the ever-increasing delivery 

supply risks it faces.  The only difference between the alternative arrangements is 

that they had different approaches to dealing with Sky’s very short-term 

broadcasting requirements.  And those approaches were only different because of 

new information that had come to light.  The approaches were not “inconsistent”.  

The two solutions to deal with the very short-term delivery supply risks Sky faces 

were to:  

51.1 keep the OSB assets in-house and allow NEP to use them in conjunction with 

NEP’s own current and/or imported assets to spread the risk of gear failure; 

and 

51.2 after Sky learned that NEP could import some equipment into the country 

from Europe, to use NEP’s imported trucks and not use any of OSB’s assets 

(to avoid a Commerce Act acquisition).   

52 Those submissions are consistent.  And, in any event, the parties highlight that 

counterfactual analysis is inherently uncertain.  Businesses don’t precisely prepare 

for “Plan B” when “Plan A” is a legitimate and more efficient option.   

53 Moreover, the SOI comment at [A3] that “the Commission is continuing to 

investigate the state of the OB trucks owned and operated by OSB, including their 

remaining useful life and investment required to replace or upgrade them” overlooks 

that: 

53.1 []; and  

53.2 [].34   

54 Sky’s decision to outsource Sky Sport’s outside broadcasting work to NEP is a 

commercial decision that it is entitled to make.  It is not the Commission’s role to 

                                            

33  Clearance application, [79]. 

34  []. 
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second-guess the validity of commercial decisions by asking what “investment is 

required [for Sky] to replace or upgrade the [OSB assets]”.  

55 The Commission did not, for instance, assess in Z/Chevron whether it would have 

been profitable for Chevron to continue providing bitumen services in New Zealand.  

Rather the Commission correctly limited its assessment to whether Chevron had 

made the decision to exit the market or not.   

56 And it is clear here that Sky has made the decision to outsource its outside 

broadcasting services.  That decision was foreshadowed over a year ago when Sky 

released a statement to the NZX that said: “the question being asked is whether Sky 

needs to use its own capital to deliver the Outside Broadcast aspects”.35   

The Commission’s analysis is oblivious to emerging market forces 

57 Standing back, we observe that the Commission’s fundamental concern that the 

transaction is a move to “monopolise” the outside broadcasting market and/or the 

sports rights market makes no sense against these core facts: 

57.1 NEP is paying just $[]m for the OSB assets ([]); 

57.2 Sky would obviously prefer to keep any vertically integrated advantage it had 

over competitors like Spark Sport, but it cannot [] justify keeping such 

advantage;  

57.3 Sky’s share price did not magically “jump” with the news of the sale (unlike, 

say, Z Energy’s share price when Z/Chevron was announced);  

57.4 NEP is prepared to undertake to sell certain assets to speed up the 

Commission’s process; and  

57.5 the main objector to the deal is Gravity Media which wants to buy OSB and 

enter an equivalent deal with Sky.  

58 And, on that last point, we note paradoxically that NEP could make stronger 

submissions to highlight “concerns” with an equivalent Sky/Gravity deal.  In that 

scenario, NEP could tell the Commission that without Gravity’s full suite of “Tier A” 

events (rugby, cricket and netball) it (NEP) would have no incentive to invest further 

in its existing fleet of two OB vans to film “Tier B” sports.  

59 The fact is, the New Zealand market might not be large enough for two major 

outside broadcasters.  (Indeed, New Zealand has never had two “extensive and 

                                            

35  https://www.nzx.com/announcements/345239.  

https://www.nzx.com/announcements/345239
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sophisticated OB asset bases” before).  And so NEP and Gravity understandably both 

want to become that key player.   

60 The size of the New Zealand market is always going to create that tension.  And, 

indeed, there may be fluctuating shares in the OB market depending on whether 

Sky, Spark, Amazon, TVNZ or someone else wins future sports rights.  If say, in five 

or so years’ time, Spark wins rugby and renews its cricket rights then it may enter 

into a long-term agreement with Gravity, placing the majority of the market in 

Gravity’s hands.  That would be Spark’s decision to make.  And a decision that is not 

hindered or precluded by the Sky/NEP supply agreement in any way. 

The one “problem” and a solution  

61 In saying that, the parties acknowledge that the transaction will bring about a 

limited, short-term loss of competition between NEP and OSB to broadcast 

entertainment events for the likes of TVNZ and MediaWorks.  

62 As we explain above, the parties don’t see that loss of competition being substantial 

because:  

62.1 [];36 

62.2 [:  

(a) ;37 

(b) ;38 

(c) ]39 

62.3 [:  

(a) ;40 and 

(b) ];41   

62.4 [: 

                                            

36  []. 

37  []. 

38  []. 

39  []. 

40  []. 

41  []. 
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(a) ];42  

(b) ;43 and  

(c) ;44 

62.5 Consistently, other independent third parties can bid for that work and 

expand as necessary, just like NZ Live did on the back of TVNZ and 

MediaWorks’ work; 

62.6 Gravity Media could provide those services while it is in the country filming 

Spark’s Tier A cricket rights and could leave one of those trucks in New 

Zealand to film entertainment events in the cricket off-season;45 

62.7 any loss of competition will be short-lived because, as OSB’s assets age, 

third-party events will be the first to drop off those assets’ schedules in favour 

of ensuring Sky’s Tier A and Tier B sports can be filmed; and  

62.8 further, the maximum period of theoretical harm is just five or so years which 

matches the expected remaining life of OSB’s newest asset capable of filming 

entertainment events.  

63 But, as the parties have advised the Commission, time is of the essence given the 

significant delivery failure risks that Sky faces heading into the New Year and 

beyond and the 12+ month lead-in time to build new OB units.46  

64 To remedy those delivery supply risks by expediting the Commission’s process, NEP 

is prepared to undertake to sell certain assets to a third-party to allow them to 

replicate NEP’s current market position.  With that sale maintaining competition in 

the only area of the market that NEP and Sky compete, now and into the theoretical 

future.  

THE SERVICES AGREEMENT 

65 Turning now to the services agreement.   

66 The Commission’s treatment of Sky and NEP’s proposed 10 year services agreement 

is problematic for a number of reasons: 

                                            

42  []. 

43  []. 

44  []. 

45  [].  

46  Clearance application, [109.3].  And, indeed, []. 
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66.1 the Commission is overstepping its jurisdiction by considering the supply 

agreement as part of a s66 clearance application; 

66.2 the Commission makes no mention of the Sky/NEP supply agreement’s 

commercial rationale; and  

66.3 there is no factual basis to support the Commission’s theory that the service 

agreement “has the prospect of”:47  

(a) adversely affect broadcasting service providers; and 

(b) foreclosing the OB market to other OB service providers.  

67 We discuss each issue in turn. 

The jurisdiction problem 

68 The Commission’s says: “given that the Supply Agreement will inevitably follow from 

the Proposed Acquisition, in our view, the effects of the Supply Agreement can be 

considered as effects of the Proposed Acquisition”.  

69 Respectfully, that cannot be right.  

70 While there is a relationship between the acquisition and supply agreement, the two 

deals are not dependent on each other.  The acquisition happens first.  And then, 

separately, the supply agreement begins.  So, any assessment of the supply 

agreement must be analysed against the post-acquisition world; the two deals 

cannot be assessed simultaneously.    

71 The separation between the two events can be seen practically too:  

71.1 the supply agreement is to secure NEP’s long-term investment in the $50m+ 

worth of assets Sky and the market needs; and  

71.2 the acquisition is so that NEP immediately has sufficient assets (combined 

with its own vans and flyway packs) to service Sky’s very short-term 

broadcasting requirements.  

72 But, as we explain above, Sky’s very short-term broadcasting requirements can be 

satisfied in other less efficient ways that are separate from any asset acquisition.  

Most notably, NEP could import trucks to New Zealand from Europe to service Sky’s 

needs while it makes the long-term capital investment under the supply agreement.  

                                            

47  Let alone “likely”, which is the relevant s27 test. 
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73 The parties can only assume that the Commission is looking to tie the supply 

agreement and acquisition together at Gravity’s behest that it needs both the OSB 

assets and a Sky supply agreement to invest in the market.48  While that may be the 

case, as indeed NEP wants that too, Sky is entitled to choose who it outsources OB 

services to so long as the terms of any agreements between the parties do not 

restrict or hinder competition.   

74 And that SLC equation involves looking at the acquisition and supply agreement 

separately.  The mere fact that Sky is entering into a supply agreement with NEP 

cannot SLC.  Sky is not, for instance, obliged to “facilitate” Gravity’s success in much 

the same way as other consumers don’t have to buy goods from certain suppliers 

and not others across the economy.   

75 The parties have not separately sought clearance for the supply agreement because 

they are comfortable that the agreement’s terms do not substantially lessen 

competition.  If the Commission wishes to investigate that agreement then that is a 

matter for s27, not this s66 application.  The Commission does not get a free pass to 

assess that agreement under the guise of it being an “effect of the Proposed 

Acquisition”.  And, in doing so, the Commission cannot deny the parties the ability to 

progress a legal commercial agreement that is needed to secure Sky’s future.   

76 Again, the parties emphasise that this deal involves:  

76.1 NEP (the owner of two OB vans that were procured by local OB provider, NZ 

Live) acquiring OSBs assets (mainly six aging HD units); and  

76.2 a supply agreement that incentivises NEP to invest in at least three new 4K 

trucks to replace OSB’s aging assets.  

77 We are concerned that the Commission’s misunderstanding that NEP has an 

“extensive and sophisticated asset base in New Zealand” and is “[established year-

round in New Zealand] in the Tier A Events Market”, and lack of engagement with 

Sky’s commercial reality, has wrongly coloured and complicated the Commission’s 

s66 analysis.   

78 With that said, the parties respond to the Commission’s out-of-scope theories in the 

SOI below.  But, in doing so, the parties reserve their position and maintain that the 

                                            

48  Indeed, the Commission’s recent 7 December 2020 RFI asks Sky if it would: “[…] sell its OB assets 
to Gravity (or another third party) and enter into long term supply agreement with Gravity (or 
another third party) if Gravity (or another third party) offered a competitive price and terms 
equivalent to the Supply Agreement”.  That is an interesting question given it, in essence, 
challenges Sky’s right to deal with NEP instead of Gravity. 
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Commission does not have jurisdiction to consider the services agreement under the 

extant s66 application.    

The SOI does not discuss the supply agreement’s commercial rationale  

79 The SOI surprisingly makes no reference to the key commercial rationale behind the 

supply agreement: to incentivise NEP to make the investment that Sky needs to 

replace OSB’s aging assets. 

80 Under that agreement, NEP commits to bringing 4K cameras to New Zealand and 

invest in at least three new 4K trucks.49  That significant capital investment, which 

benefits the entire market and sports watchers, is supported by Sky’s commitment 

to use those assets for ten years.  

81 NEP would not make that kind of investment without a long-term service agreement 

in place (nor would any other OB supplier).  OB suppliers wouldn’t make that type of 

investment without support from sports broadcasters because that investment would 

risk being stranded if Sky, for instance, were free to use another OB provider.  And 

then, circularly, that other OB provider would also not make the investment the 

market needs without a sports broadcasters’ long-term commitment of their own.   

82 In saying that, NEP’s investment in the assets is not without risk.  There is no 

guarantee that Sky is going to win all, or any, sports rights over the ten year period.  

If, say, Spark or others won a number of sports rights then it would be free to use 

Gravity, another OB provider or NEP.  But that is a risk NEP is willing to take.   

The services agreement does not adversely affect sports broadcasters 

83 The Commission says it: “cannot rule out the prospect that the Supply Agreement 

could advantage Sky in the acquisition of broadcast rights and the broadcast of New 

Zealand premium live sports content”.    

84 And, as a result of those “advantages” the Commission’s concern is that the supply 

agreement may “rais[e] other broadcasters’ costs of acquiring OB services … to 

discourage them for competing for broadcasting rights or mean that their overall bid 

for those rights is uncompetitive [compared to Sky]”.  

85 The “advantages” that the Commission speaks of are that:  

85.1 “the exclusivity provisions in the Supply Agreement [that is Sky’s obligation to 

use NEP, and not vice versa because NEP is free to work with any other sports 

broadcaster it likes] could: 

                                            

49  NEP/Sky supply agreement, clause 11.3. 
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(a) result in NEP having limited capacity or incentive to perform work for 

third parties (input foreclosure); and/or 

(b) prevent other OB suppliers from achieving minimum efficient scale by 

denying them the ability to compete for a significant amount of Sky’s 

demand (customer foreclosure)”; and 

85.2 the pricing mechanisms in the Supply Agreement could offer Sky a more 

favourable price than NEP is prepared to offer other broadcasting customers. 

86 Those “advantages” are not supported in fact and/or are unrelated to the supply 

agreement.  

86.1 The “input foreclosure” concern is factually unsupported and unsupportable 

because the amount of outside broadcasting equipment in the country will 

always match the amount of sport that needs to be filmed.  And given that 

only one broadcaster will hold the rights to a sport at any one time,50 there 

will always be sufficient equipment to meet broadcasters’ demands.   

86.2 The “customer foreclosure” concern is unrelated to the supply agreement.  As 

we expand in the next section, Sky is not obliged to facilitate market entry by 

sharing its broadcasting work across the market.  Any inability for other OB 

suppliers to gain “minimum efficient scale” is related to the size of the market 

and not the supply agreement.  

86.3 The “pricing mechanisms” in the supply agreement have no bearing on what 

prices NEP might or might not charge other broadcasting customers.  Under 

the supply agreement NEP is free to deal with any other broadcasting 

customer on any terms that it likes.  The fact that Sky has secured/negotiated 

fixed prices under the supply agreement is irrelevant to NEP’s separate 

negotiations with other suppliers.51  (And to the extent that the Commission 

still has concerns with the trivial52 volume rebate in the supply agreement, 

the parties would consider removing that provision to prevent further delay).  

87 The Commission’s view that Sky’s commitment to exclusively use NEP (in order to 

secure the investment Sky needs) is an “advantage” over other sports broadcasters 

is also difficult to reconcile logically.  Sky has given up its right to shop around the 

market to incentivise NEP to invest in new equipment.  But other sports 

                                            

50  Or joint broadcasting agreements, like Spark has with TVNZ for the cricket.  

51  Unless those prices are below cost to predate competition, which they clearly are not here given that 
NEP needs to recoup its $50m investment under the supply agreement.   

52  The parties describe that rebate as “trivial” because, for instance, if [].  
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broadcasters will retain the ability to both: (a) use NEP’s new equipment; and (b) 

haggle cheaper deals from NEP by shopping around.    

88 Moreover, observed facts all point against the Commission’s theory of harm:  

88.1 Spark entered the live sports business, and facilitated Gravity’s entry, while 

OSB was vertically integrated with Sky;53 

88.2 sports broadcasters bid for rights without an OB subcontract in place which 

demonstrates that outside broadcasting costs are not competitively significant 

factor in bidding for sports rights (see, for instance, Spark’s successful New 

Zealand cricket bid); 

88.3 long-term service agreements are commonplace in the industry without 

regulator interference, for instance:  

(a) NEP Australia have serviced Foxtel/Fox Sports AFL and NRL since the 

early 2000’s under a rolling long-term agreement; 

(b) NEP had two consecutive 10-year agreements to service Australia’s 

Nine Network’s OB requirements;  

(c) Gravity/Spark could enter a long-term contract;54 and 

(d) NEP/TV2 five-year agreement in Norway.55  

88.4 the benefit of long-term agreements is seen in Australia where Foxtel has had 

a dedicated 4K channel since 2018 following significant NEP investment;  

88.5 despite NEP’s long-term agreement with Foxtel, NEP continues to provide 

outside broadcasting services to other sports broadcasters in Australia 

including: 

(a) Cricket (Seven Network and Foxtel); 

                                            

53  []. 

54  Indeed, the Commission’s 7 December 2020 RFI asks Sky whether “[Sky would] sell its OB assets to 
Gravity (or another third party) and enter into long term supply agreement with Gravity (or another 
third party) if Gravity (or another third party) offered a competitive price and terms equivalent to 
the Supply Agreement”.  And, in doing so, the Commission appears to support Gravity entering 
long-term deals. 

55  That Norwegian agreement is similar to NEP/OSB, in that Norway’s TV2 sold out their vertically 
integrated OB business to buy those services from NEP.  In making that decision, TV2 noted “TV 2 is 
looking forward to gaining access to NEP’s global technical resources and experience.  In a market 
with an increasing need for investments and innovation”.  https://www.nepgroup.com/post/nep-
finalizes-services-agreement-with-tv-2  

https://www.nepgroup.com/post/nep-finalizes-services-agreement-with-tv-2
https://www.nepgroup.com/post/nep-finalizes-services-agreement-with-tv-2
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(b) Rugby (Nine Network);  

(c) NRL (Foxtel and Nine Network); 

(d) Netball (Nine Network and Telstra); 

(e) NBL (SBS Viceland); 

(f) A-League (Foxtel);  

(g) AFL (Seven Network and Foxtel); and 

(h) Australian Open (for Nine Network); and 

88.6 [].56 

89 In summary, there’s no way that the service agreement restricts or hinders 

competition in the “premium sports rights” market.  The agreement is non-exclusive 

to NEP.  NEP can, and will be incentivised to, work with other sports broadcasters.  

The Commission has not pointed to any evidence of the service agreement placing 

actual constraints on NEP working with other sports broadcasters.  

The service will not foreclose the market to other OB providers 

90 The Commission says: “at this point, we cannot rule out the prospect that the 

exclusivity provisions of the supply contract could lock up such a substantial 

proportion of OB services contracts in the Tier B Events Market such that existing or 

potential rival OB suppliers cannot achieve minimum efficient scale and be effective 

competitors”.  

91 The Commission’s concerns are unrelated to the supply agreement.  

92 The exact same “concerns” would play out if Sky decided to only work with NEP 

without an agreement in place.  And Sky could, of course, make that choice.  Sky is 

not obliged to facilitate Gravity’s entry to “Tier B” market by handing it work instead 

of NEP.  The market decides who gets that work, not Gravity. 

93 The fact is, Sky can choose who it wants to outsource services from.  And in this 

case, it has chosen to work with NEP because NEP is the best in the world and has 

committed to make significant investment that Sky needs to secure its future.  It is 

surprising that the Commission has left out this detail when considering the effects 

of Sky “locking up” a substantial proportion of the OB market.  

                                            

56  []. 
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94 To the extent that there are not enough other “Tier B” events to go around for 

Gravity to enter the “Tier B” market, then that reflects New Zealand’s market size 

and not the supply agreement.  Indeed, New Zealand has never had two owners of 

“extensive and sophisticated OB asset bases” before.  And there’s nothing to 

suggest there’s room for two such OB providers now.   

95 The Commission’s SOI appears to confirm that view.57  The Commission says that 

OB providers need access to a “substantial proportion” of Sky’s Tier B sports to have 

“minimum efficient scale” in the Tier B market,58 in addition to the Commission’s 

view that OB providers can only enter the Tier B market if they have “year-round” 

access to Tier A events.59  So if minimum efficient scale is dependent on an OB 

provider having access to the majority of New Zealand sport events (Tier A and Tier 

B), then there wouldn’t be enough room for two “sophisticated” OB providers.    

96 Further, there are other problems in the Commission’s analysis.  

96.1 The Commission’s analysis is static and assumes that Sky will continue to hold 

on to Tier A and Tier B rights.  Those rights will, though, be contested by 

Spark Sport and others.  And, if successful in their bids, those other 

broadcasters can shop around different broadcasters like Gravity or facilitate 

smaller OB providers’ expansion as we have already explained.    

96.2 The Commission’s forthcoming investigation into whether the factual is “likely 

to be less competitive than a counterfactual in which a third party purchases 

the OSB assets” inappropriately links the proposed transaction with the supply 

agreement.  And, in any event, an equivalent Sky/Gravity supply agreement 

would create the exact same “concerns” as the Sky/NEP agreement.  (Indeed, 

NEP could argue those problems are greater because Gravity would control all 

“Tier A” and “Tier B” events).    

 

 

                                            

57  [].  

58  SOI, [76]. 

59  SOI, [55]. 


